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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

1.1 Introduction 

Plant microbial association perhaps is one of the earliest relationships in the universe. 

Microbes especially bacteria, devoid of their phenotypic and phylogenetic identity have been 

leveraging the plant growth directly or consequentially throughout the process of evolution. A 

typical group of bacteria in the vicinity of the root system that spatially inhabits the soil 

periphery (rhizosphere) are often called Plant Growth Promoting Rhizobacteria (PGPR). 

Scientific research reported tremendous ascendancy of PGPR over plant survival, growth and 

yield; despite a few substantial negative implications on plant survival and growth. One such 

well-articulated beneficial plant microbial associations that exclusively occur in legume plants 

are named as symbiosis.  

 

 There are several biological challenges that the global agriculture sector is facing in the 

past few decades. Moreover, the challenges in agriculture are expected to be dynamic as it is 

more climate and ecology centric. This is one of the reasons why research in agriculture is more 

vigorous and ever expanding. One of those challenges that are posing a serious question to 

modern agriculture is soil fertility. Alongside, change in climate, an increase in plastic pollution, 

pesticide resistance, soil erosion, ineffective usage of natural energy and depletion of water 

bodies are some of the other challenges that are giving research space to the global scientific 

community. A new era in the domain of soil conservation has started with a notion to save the 

native soil microorganisms in the name of soil health. This obviously is the aftereffect of 

unrestricted use of fossil based chemical fertilizers which subsequently questioned the very 

identity of various pro plant organisms in the soil ecosystem including PGPR. The plant 

essentials such as nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium are majorly covered by chemical 

fertilizers not only in India but also in scientifically advanced countries like the United States 

and Australia. Despite a well understanding of the ill effects of chemical fertilizers, the 

governments are to depend on chemical fertilizers for various reasons. One of the major reasons 

is productivity. Though biofertilizers are soil friendly and cost effective, they somehow are not 

competitive to the synthetic fertilizers in productivity and ease of application. Therefore, to meet  
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the ever expanding demand for food, the governments, organizations, and farmers willingly or 

reluctantly are yet to depend on chemical fertilizers. A sound retrospective research on the 

failure of biofertilizers (liquid or carrier based) at the ground level is needed, to replace the 

chemical fertilizers by overcoming the constraints of biofertilizers, making it a strong 

replacement but not just an alternative to chemical fertilizers.  

 

Nitrogen is one of the essential macroelements that determine the success of various 

biological processes [1]. Other than Carbon, Oxygen, and Hydrogen, plants require nitrogen in 

the greatest quantity [2]. Nitrogen contributes to about 50 percent of the total contributions of 

plant for its growth and development. Nitrogen is an indispensable element of the amino acids in 

plant systems which are building blocks of proteins. It is important in the synthesis of imperative 

plant tissues and cells like cell membranes and chlorophyll. Nitrogen serves as a vital catalyst to 

facilitate photosynthesis and other important biochemical reactions required for healthy plant 

growth. Increased nitrogen supply influences the process of photosynthesis and also stimulates 

plant growth [3]. By utilizes light energy, photosynthesis generates other N-containing 

molecules, like high energy chemical structures namely adenosine triphosphate (ATP). The ATP 

helps to conserve and utilize metabolic energy to drive all the essential biochemical reactions and 

to facilitate internal energy transfer-supporting cell division (growth) throughout the life cycle of 

the plant. It is an essential component of nucleic acids such as DNA, the genetic material that is 

responsible for the perpetual transfer of crop traits and characteristics. Four main nitrogenous 

bases found in DNA: Adenine (A), Thymine (T), Cytosine (C), and Guanine (G). The molecular 

strands of DNA double helix are linked together by these four nitrogenous bases through 

hydrogen bonds.  

 

Nitrogen availability is a key factor in maintaining the plant’s genetic integrity from 

generation to generation. Amino acids which are considered as building blocks of proteins 

composed majorly of nitrogen. Proteins are mainly involved in maintaining the cell structure of 

the plants. Proteins also involved in synthesizing enzymes to facilitate key biochemical reactions 

of the plant life cycle. The overall development of plants apparently linked to the genetic makeup  
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and enzyme facilitated biochemical reactions which in turn is dependent on sufficient N 

uptake by the plant. 

 

1.2 Biological Nitrogen Fixation 

BNF is carried out by prokaryotes that can be symbiotic or free living. Biological fixation 

of Nitrogen present in the atmosphere is estimated to be approximately 175 million 

 metric tons per year and the remaining complement is fixed by other means [4]. No plant species 

can reduce nitrogen directly to ammonia and use it directly for growth and nutrition. Before 

incorporation into biological macromolecules, nitrogen is chemically reduced to the equivalent 

of ammonia catalyzed by a multimeric enzyme complex called nitrogenase produced in rhizobia 

[5]. Nitrogenase is composed of two proteins viz. iron (Fe) containing dinitrogenase reductase 

enzyme encoded by nifH gene, and the molybdenum-iron (Mo-Fe) containing dinitrogenase 

(coded by nifDK gene) respectively [6]. The enzyme complex nitrogenase is sensitive to oxygen. 

The nif genes are those that encode enzymes involved in BNF. These genes are present in both 

types of bacteria i.e. free living bacteria and symbiotic nitrogen fixing bacteria. These genes 

were cloned and characterized in the early 1980s by Ruvkun G, and Long SR in the laboratory of 

Dr. Frederick M. Ausubel [7]. Various nif genes and their roles in nitrogen fixation were broadly 

summarized in the following table [8] (Figure 1.1). 
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Nif genes Role of Nitrogen Fixation 

 

nif H Dinitrogenase reductase. Obligate electron donor to dinitrogenase during 

dinitrogenase turnover. It also is required for FeMo-Co biosynthesis and 

apodinitrogenase maturation. 

nifD Alfa subunit of dinitrogenase. Forms an a2B2 treatment with a B-subunit interface. 

FeMo-Co, the site substrate reduction, is presently buried within the alpha subunit of 

dinitrogen. 

nif K B subunits of dinitrogenase. B clusters are present at the B subunit interface. 

nif T Unknown. 

nif Y In K. pneumoniae, aids in the insertion of FeMo-Co into apodinitrogenase. 

nif E Forms a2B2 treatment with nif N. Required for FeMo-Co synthesis. 

nif N Required for FeMo-Co synthesis. 

nif X Involved in FeMo-Co synthesis. 

nif U Involved in the mobilization of Fe-S cluster synthesis and repair. 

nif S Involved in the mobilization of S for Fe-S cluster synthesis and repair. 

nif V Homocitrate synthesis involved in FeMo-Co synthesis. 

nif W Involved in the stability of dintrogenase. Proposed to protect dinitrogenase from O2 

inactivation. 

nif Z Unknown. 

nif M Required for maturation of nif H. 

nif F Flavodoxin, Physiologic electron donor to nif H. 

nif L Negative Regulatory element. 

nif A Positive Regulatory element. 

nif B Required for FeMo-Co synthesis. Metabolic product. NifB-co is the specific Fe and S 

donor to FeMo-Co. 

fdx N Ferreodoxin serves as electron donor in nitrogenase. 

nif Q Involved in FeMo-Co synthesis. Proposed to function in early MoO42 processing. 

nif J Pyruvate flavodoxin (ferredoxin) oxidoreductase involved in electron transport to 

nitrogenase. 

 

Figure 1.1: Different nif genes and their role in biological nitrogen fixation. 

 

1.3 Microorganisms for BNF 

Many soil and plant associated bacteria produce phytohormones. The bacterial genera 

generally include Gram-ve and Gram-ve, nitrogen fixing and symbiotic bacteria. Microbial 

species such as Azolla, Azospirillum, Azotobacter, Cyanobacteria, Gluconacetobacter, and 

Rhizobia produce more than one phytohormones i.e. gibberellins, auxins, cytokinins and indole 

acetic acid (IAA) [9]. Among the myriad microorganisms, Rhizobia is a well-known bacterial 

consortium for their ability to form a symbiotic association and inducing root nodules in legume 

plants for efficient BNF. They usually inhabit the Rhizosphere (plant root zone) apart from their 

general presence in soil.  
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 Plant rhizosphere is a nutrient rich zone and inhabits a dynamic group of bacteria and 

fungi that each can result in neutral, optimal/beneficial or harmful effects to the plant [10]. The 

rhizosphere community (bacteria inhabited at the plant root zone) is strongly influenced by 

abiotic factors like pH of the soil and plant type [11-15]. Rhizobia releases phytohormones and is 

crucial to bring about an enhancement in plant growth eventually leading to improved crop yield 

thus widely referred to as Plant Growth Promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR). In plant microbiota, 

rhizobia are one of the extensively studied genus because of its close association and impact on 

plants especially on legumes. 

 

Legumes have a unique ability to associate with microorganisms of various ranges right 

from largely nonspecific to very specific interactions. Legume-rhizobial association results in 

vital developmental and metabolic alterations for both the host and microorganism while 

supplying the host plant with fixed nitrogen. New organs are developed on the roots of host 

plants as a result of complex signal exchange through a typical selective rhizobial colonization of 

plant cells. The mechanism of nodulation is highly specific whereas the same subset of 

phytohormones, namely auxin, ethylene and cytokinin are required for root development. 

Further, rhizobia trigger nodulation that affects the development of the root system which is the 

indication of microbial influence or alter the host metabolic pathways. This symbiotic after-

effect of nodulation is a classic example of how microbes and plants have coexisted and evolved. 

The process of nodulation through rhizobia is the key example of how coevolving of 

microorganisms and plants occur and also stood as an example to show how the effect of 

microbial colonization influences on plant developmental pathways. 

 

Rhizobial nodulation is highly specific at species level supporting the fact that ranges of 

other Rhizobium sp. participate in nodulation based on the host plant and agro-climatic 

conditions. Shelf life is one of the major limitations in the liquid bio-fertilizer application. The 

reasons attributed are microbial antagonism, dormancy, and geographical acclimatization. 

Therefore there is a serious need to explore the biofertilizers with more variable specifications 

like geographical acclimatization to optimize the crop yield by sustaining the efficacy and shelf  
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life in order to reduce the use of chemical fertilizers. A hypothesis has been proposed through 

this research based on exploring the natural combination of plant rhizobial association in the 

Bhadrachalam forest area. Best growth supporting strains of all natural combinations have been 

isolated and checked for the efficacy in the same geographical region in combination with 

specific legume crops. This raises a curtain to eco-friendly cost effective bioinoculants namely 

bio-geoinoculants avoiding the greatest challenge of shelf life, which might replace the excessive 

use of chemical fertilizers. 

 

Objectives of the Study 

 

I. To develop a strategic method for the identification of best growth supporting soils for 

Arachis hypogaea, Glycine max, and Cicer arietinum from Bhadrachalam forest area. 

II. To isolate efficient host specific Rhizobium inoculants for three different legume crop 

plants i.e Arachis hypogaea, Glycine max, and Cicer arietinum. 

III. Polyphasic characterization of selected host specific Rhizobium isolates 

IV. Application of selected host specific Rhizobium bio-inoculants on unfertile agriculture 

soils. 

 
 


